
SatinLux
The next generation in hair removal
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Introduction

All current hair removal methods have one common downside: hair needs to grow back 
before you can remove it. Philips now grants women’s ultimate beauty wish: to feel free 
from unwanted body hair and to enjoy smoothness forever.

Philips launches SatinLux, the first at home photo-epilator 
for effective hair re-growth prevention
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Key BenefitsKey benefits of SatinLux
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Professional IPL technology for home use
SatinLux uses a light-based technology called ‘Intense Pulsed Light’ (IPL). IPL is also               
used in the professional beauty market for hair removal. 

Effective hair re-growth prevention for everlasting smoothness
This method prevents hair from growing back. Philips Clinical Studies show a significant hair 
reduction already after 2 treatments and optimal results were generally achieved after 4-5 
treatments. 

Gentle treatment, even on sensitive body areas
SatinLux has been developed in close cooperation with leading dermatologists                    
for an effective and gentle treatment, even on the most sensitive body areas.

Who can use SatinLux?

Light based depilation works on almost all skin tones and body hair colours, but is not 
effective on very light body hair (light blond, red, grey and white). Light based depilation is 
not suitable for black skin. 

x x x x x x

x x x x x x

x x x x x x

4/5* 4/5* 4/5* 3/4/5* 1/2/3/4* x

4/5* 4/5* 4/5* 3/4/5* 1/2/3/4* x

4/5* 4/5* 4/5* 3/4/5* 1/2/3/4* x

4/5* 4/5* 4/5* 3/4/5* 1/2/3/4* x

4/5* 4/5* 4/5* 3/4/5* 1/2/3/4* x

White/grey

Red

Light blond

Blond

Dark blond

Brown

Dark brown

Black

White
(always sunburn,
no tanning)

Beige
(easy sunburn,
minimal tanning)

Light brown
(sometimes sunburn,
good tanning)

Mid brown
(rarely sunburn, fast 
and good tanning)

Dark brown
(rarely sunburn,
very good tanning)

Black
(rarely to never sunburn, 
very dark tanning)

*recommended setting to be used
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How does SatinLux work?

Preparation

Charge the battery
Fully charge the battery 
before you use the appliance 
for the first time and when 
the battery is empty.

Prepare your skin
For optimal results and highest 
efficacy, shave the areas you 
intend to treat before each 
treatment. This is only needed 
for the first few treatments 
as long as you still experience 
hair re-growth.
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How does SatinLux work?

Step 1
Press the on/off button to 
switch on the appliance. 

Step 2
Press the intensity increase / 
decrease button up or down 
to change intensity (from 1 
to 5).

In-use

Step 3
Place the appliance perpen-
dicularly on the skin so that 
the removable window and 
safety ring are in contact 
with the skin.

Step 4
Press the safety ring fully onto 
the skin with slight pressure. 
When correct, the ‘ready to 
flash’ light on the back of the 
appliance goes on.

Step 5
Press the ready to flash 
button. Repeat steps 3, 4 
and 5.

Step 6
To avoid untreated areas, 
always make sure there is 
some overlap.

Step 7
Switch off the appliance 
after you have finished 
the treatment..
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Treatment areas Treatment time

SatinLux is intended for the use on underarms, bikini area and legs Area Approx. number of flashes Approx. treatment time

Underarms 25 per underarm 3 minutes per underarm

Bikini line 25 per side 3 minutes per side

Entire bikini area 90 for entire area 10 minutes

One lower leg 160-190 15 minutes

One full leg 320-380 30 minutes

On average, women have approximately 16,800 hairs on their legs and 600 hairs under their 
arms. Naturally, it requires more treatment time (and possibly recharging), to cover the leg areas. 

A fully charged battery offers at least 160 flashes at intensity 5, which amounts to a cordless 
operating time of approx. 15 minutes. On a lower setting (though less efficacious!) the battery 
could last up to 465 flashes.
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The product overview

storage pouch and cleaning cloth included

3 cm² application window 
for an effective treatment of large areas

‘ready to flash’ light 
indicates a correct application on the skin

rechargeable battery
for easy cordless handling

removable window with UV-filter 
protects the skin from UV light

5 light energy settings 
adjustable to skin type and personal comfort

integrated safety system
prevents unintentional flashing

retail price € 499
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Warnings

Facial area On moles,  
freckles and scars

On dark skin On nipples

On tattoos
or piercings

After recent 
sunbath

On light body 
hair colours

Children Pregnant Breastfeeding

Do not use the device under the following circumstances or body areas. 
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FAQ

Is it suitable for all skin tones and hair types?
SatinLux is suitable for most women. All light-based depilation methods work best on dark 
blond, brown or black body hair and are not effective on light blond, red, grey and white hair. 
Light-based depilation is not suitable for black skin.

Why do I have to pre-shave before using SatinLux?
Shaving is necessary to ensure that the light energy is channeled to the hair root in the most 
efficient way. Furthermore, visible hairs in the treatment area can be burnt by the light and this 
can feel and smell uncomfortable.

Before using SatinLux, can the re-grown hair be epilated or waxed instead of shaved? 
No. The short hair root is necessary to channel the light energy to the follicle. An epilator or 
wax would remove the hair completely.

Is it necessary to still use the appliance every 2 weeks, even after having reached an almost 
full hair free result?
Yes, it is. It is proven that to treat all hairs successfully and to prevent that the hair root becomes 
active again, you have to repeat the treatment every 2 weeks. Better results are not expected if 
you increase or decrease the treatment frequency.

Does it really work/is it really effective?
Our clinical studies show a significant hair reduction after 2 treatments and optimal results were 
generally achieved after 4-5 treatments. At this stage, nearly all women were already extremely 
satisfied with this result and considered themselves as being smooth.
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